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Shubhi worked as a tv artist in Shangistan. She had appeared in a number of reality 

and television series. Shubhi's corpse was discovered hanging from the ceiling of 

her Vera Nagar residence in the Kasauti Nagar district on FEB. 1, 2022, where she 

was living in a live-in relationship with her lover Pankaj. Shubhi's corpse was 

discovered initially by her lover Pankaj, who transported her to Fora hospital, where 

she was pronounced dead. Pankaj fled before the police arrived at the hospital after 

Shubhi's suicide. The hospital officials, not Pankaj, told the police about Shubhi's 

death. There has been no discovery of a suicide note indicating the reason for 

Shubhi's tragic action. The police seized Pankaj for questioning at an unknown 

place. The police authority has recorded Pankaj's remark, "We used to stay in a two 

bedroom flat." We had two keys, one of which was with Shubhi and the other with 

me. When I entered the bedroom, I discovered Shubhi suspended from the ceiling. 

I became terrified. I immediately called my neighbors and, with their assistance, 

drove her to Fora Hospital. We believed she was still alive, but she was not. I was 

so terrified that I didn't call the cops. It was the hospital's administration who told 

them. I phoned Shubhi's family and a few of our close friends after the doctors' 

verdict. "Shubhi's body was transferred from Fora hospital to Kopra hospital for 

post-mortem. 

The cause of death for Shubhi is listed as "suffocation" in the post-mortem report. 

There is also mention of "asphyxia" and ligature marks around her neck in the 

reports. Apparently, bruises on her body (cheeks and nose area) were discovered, 

which might have been injuries sustained during a physical altercation between 

Shubhi and Pankaj before Shubhi committed suicide. During the autopsy, 

physicians discovered that Shubhi had tattooed Pankaj's name on his upper back. 

During the inquiry, the police discovered that Pankaj had used Shubhi's passbook 

and debit card. According to the bank statement, the account has been depleted to 

zero balance, with the most recent transaction being a Rs 395 debit on Jan. 30, 2022. 

Aside from that, the bank statement indicated that the most recent big credit was 

for Rs 1 lakh on Jan. 18 and Jan. 19 via an ATM, and the previous credit was for 

Rs 1.11 lakh from Alpha Entertainment on Jan. 2, 2022. Rs 1 lakh deposited on Jan. 

18 was collected from ATMs in multiples of Rs 10,000, while Rs 40,000 put on 

Jan. 19, 2022 was withdrawn from ATMs on Jan. 21, 2022. On Jan. 19, 2022, 

another Rs 3,350 was spent on a meal at Chorus. He, Pankaj was a drug dealer, and 



the witness stated that Pankaj had drugs more than twice. Based on this, Pankaj was 

either a drug addict or a dealer, or he provided the narcotics to Shubhi that caused 

her to take such a dramatic move. 

Shubhi had told her pals that she had been physically abused. She also told her pals 

that he had repeatedly threatened to murder her if she told the police. Shubhi was 

never allowed to speak to her parents by Pankaj. Pankaj has a history of defrauding 

seven women and stealing around Rs. 25 lakh. Pankaj was previously married to 

Marry, an air hostess, and has yet to obtain a divorce order, and his 9-year-old kid 

and clandestine connection with Mayank came to light later. 

Pankaj had lied about partying with Shubhi and a mutual acquaintance at their 

house the night before Shubhi committed herself. Pankaj and Sara partied at Dora 

Dora (an Octta tavern) until 2.30 a.m., when the girl returned home. Sara, the girl's 

name, merely departed in the morning. CCTV video from the pub confirms this. 

Pankaj even got into a fight with Sara. During the interrogation, Shubhi's 

companion Suzen revealed that Shubhi had lately learned about Pankaj's former 

marriage and involvement with another female. She further stated that Shubhi had 

intended to make a police report, but "the accused plotted the murder and 

successfully disguised it as suicide." 

The alleged ex-girlfriend was questioned by the police (Mayank ). She went on to 

describe how they met in the first place, saying, "I met Pankaj in mid-2018." I had 

no idea he had married only a few months before. It took three years for me to learn 

about it. I would not have been engaged with him if I had known about it sooner. 

Pankaj had informed me that his wife was away on business. He informed me that 

their divorce was in the works in early 2021. Later, he informed me that they had 

divorced, but I did not ask him to show me the divorce papers." 

Mayank (the alleged ex-girlfriend) used to come to Shubhi's house and abuse her. 

She used to threaten Shubhi, which irritated her as well. When Shubhi informed the 

accused of this, he turned off his phone and refused to see her. Mayank's father 

allegedly notified the police at this point that his daughter had obtained a loan of 

Rs 30 lakh for the firm that she and Pankaj had founded together in 2018. He 

insisted on Pankaj paying the money. Mayank's father advised her that from then 

on, she would keep her distance from the accused, meeting him only when he came 

to refund the money. 



"I've been branded the 'other woman,' and blamed for Shubhi and Pankaj's breakup, 

but not many people know that Pankaj and I had been dating for five years," 

Mayank stated. Shubhi entered his life 10 months ago, and they began dating 

without my knowing." "Pankaj had an events management firm and wanted me to 

come on board," Mayank continued. Following that, we established a new firm. We 

began as business colleagues and later became romantically involved. I've invested 

more than Rs 30 lakh in the firm over the years." Mayank then left the firm, despite 

her substantial investment in the company, which she said comprised both her own 

and her father's earnings. "I'm deeply in debt today," Mayank stated, "and people 

contact me every day to settle loans, EMIs, and interest." 

Sagar was the first person to access the apartment's closed flat from the next flat. 

Sagar, who works as a kitchen at Kuldip Gupta's residence, noticed a distraught 

Pankaj outside his flat, accompanied by a key maker. According to Sagar's full 

testimony to the police, he asked Pankaj if there was a problem, to which he 

answered that Shubhi was not answering the door. Sagar advised that he access the 

residence through Gupta's balcony. Sagar climbed over the balcony railing and 

made his way through the duct inside Pankaj and Shubhi's residence after Pankaj 

agreed to the proposal and ordered the cook to do so. Sagar told the cops that when 

he opened the sliding doors, he noticed Shubhi hanging from the ceiling fan. After 

unlocking the door, he assisted Pankaj in bringing Shubhi down and then assisting 

him in rushing her to the hospital. 

During the interrogation, Pankaj stated, "shubhi did not have a joint account with 

me." Her mother handled all of the finances. In fact, I was the first to create her 

single account because she had never owned anything of her own. She was unable 

to provide a response to my inquiries. I even had her Aadhar card created. She didn't 

even have a passport." Pankaj also mentioned that Shubhi was despondent as a 

result of the several loans she had taken out. "She had done well for herself, so how 

come she didn't have a single property in her name?" he said. Before I came into 

her life, she was depressed and had multiple liens on her name. Her EMIs were also 

not paid on schedule. Shubhi, a 23-year-old woman, couldn't bear the strain. I had 

only known her for eight months, which was insufficient time to immerse myself 

in her personal life. We began living together three months ago. That's when I found 

out about her financial problems and despair." "My engagement was highlighted in 

the news publications," he added. It was in the media spotlight." "It was a mutual 



separation and the divorce came through in 2013," he said of his divorce. 

Shubhi and Pankaj had their ups and downs, according to Pankaj's buddy Sandy, 

but they appeared to be in love. Shubhi and Pankaj were a young couple in a fresh 

relationship. Producer Hardeep stated that he had offered Shubhi a programme, but 

she was hesitant to accept due to problems in her personal life. "She was going 

through a rough patch in her personal life." We don't know what occurred since she 

had separated us from her. She was apart from her family...we used to see her on a 

daily basis. "As friends, we knew she was having difficulties," Hardeep explained. 

Following an investigation, Pankaj was brought before the Sessions Court for trial, 

where he pled not guilty and claimed trial. The accused (Pankaj) was found guilty 

and sentenced to life in jail by the Sessions Court under Sections 302, 323, and 506 

of the IPC, 1860. He was sentenced to two years in jail under Section 506 of the 

IPC and one year in prison under Section 323 of the IPC. Both phrases were to run 

at the sagare time. Pankaj was released on bail during the trial.  

Accused, who was aggrieved with the aforementioned ruling, filed an appeal with 

the High Court, seeking acquittal. The High Court ruled in favour of the accused, 

acquitting him of the accusations under Sections 302, 323, and 506 of the IPC, 

1860, and rejected the State's appeal as lacking in substance. It was determined that, 

in the facts of the case, the Sessions Court had incorrectly found the accused 

accountable under Sections 302, 323, and 506. The High Court found no significant 

evidence against the accused indicating that he intended to commit the offence of 

planned murder under Section 302 of the Penal Code. The High Court also held that 

the offence of Sec. 323 and Sec.506 was not made out against the accused as there 

is no strong evidence raised in this matter. 

The State, aggrieved by the High Court's acquittal of the accused, filed an appeal 

with the Supreme Court, claiming that the High Court failed to take into account 

the fact that the victim knew that the accused had a relationship with other women 

and that she was planning to report the accused to the police, so the accused 

murdered the victim and portrayed it as a suicide. The State argued that the crime 

was heinous and that life imprisonment should be imposed under Sections 302, 323, 

and 506. The matter has been called for arguments before Shangistan's Supreme 

Court. 

 


